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Banshee slayer guide osrs

My name is Theoatrix and welcome to my Slayer Guide Level 1 - 99 Slayer is a skill trained by killing monsters assigned as a task from various Slayer Masters, level it up, unlock monsters that you can't deal with the damage normally, with some high-level Slayer monsters being the greatest money
makers in the game. This guide will take you through all the basics and knowledge of Slayer, including tips, items and mechanisms you will need to know to train effectively. I'll go to more than 5 main training styles of Slayer if you miss anything or want to refresh your knowledge about something more
specific, just scroll and find the topic you want. 1.How to slayer work your training level slayer is a good skill for your account for many reasons. In addition, you can take advantage of the great damage and precision of the Slayer Mask, which provides a higher XP rate than regular monster attacks.
Speaking to one of the 8 Slayer Masters will determine how many monsters to kill. This is called Slayer's job, and you can only have a Slayer job once. When you get your first Slayer job, you'll get a magical gem, which allows you to check out your current Slayer task, including how many you have to kill.
Each Slayer Master in the old school Runescape defines monsters from their own work list and advanced masters, giving them harder and longer work. Some Slayer monsters need items and equipment to be able to kill them. For example, Killerwatts - you need to wear insulated boots. All these items
can be purchased from any Slayer Master when killing monsters in your Slayer job, you will get slayer XP equivalent to the total number of pf hitpoints that monsters have, so this means that you will have to deal with the damage points of about 13,000 000 points to your Slayer task monster to get level 99
Slayer when right clicking on the Slayer Master, you can see these slayer rewards available and these ranges from new jobs unlocking the items and the privileges of Slayer, but I will be more about these things in article 2. The Slayer MastersThere is currently 8 Slayer Masters, they two have no Slayer or
combat level requirements, while the rest gradually moves up in the battle requirements. These are the most important things you need to know about the boss Turael can use to replace one more difficult Slayer task with the cost of resetting your Slayer Task, Krystilia assigns slayer tasks that can only be
done within Wilderness, and her work has a separate task streak for the regular Slayer. So even as level 3 you get something really hard like black. It's a good option for low-level players, as he will mostlikely assign a murder task in the Morytania Slayer tower or close to him. This is the first master to
score a lot of Slayer per task, with Konar recently launched a Slayer assignment in a specific location by twisting the key drop to the Brimstone chest with a range of useful rewards for Ironmen.Nieve or Steve, if you have done Monkey Madness 2, assigned a high level task and one of the only 3 Slayer
Masters that can be assigned to the job of the boss. This brings me to the last Slayer Master who wants to fight 100 and 50 Slayer, Duradel 3.Useful quests and unlock slayer myself can start at any level of battle and there is no requirement to start, apart from being a member of skill level up is a great
way to train in all combat levels but to be effective and get Slayer XP very quickly, I recommend having at least 70 levels of fighting using Chaedlar with a variety of old school runescape that will lead to speeding up your Slayer XP, including new tasks, unlocking teleport and teleport. On screen now is all
quests that unlock new assassins. As you can see, there are two categories. Of course, you should do recommended quests, since those monsters are vital to getting the fastest XP rates. Therefore, these things should be avoided unless you have completed the quest or you will go to Cape Quest. In



addition, completing The Dwarf Cannon Quest allows you to use several dwarf cannons, which greatly accelerates Slayer's performance. Lost Cities, Priests in Peril and Shilo Village Quest all unlock different Slayer Masters. The televised broadcast of the Fairy Ring from Fairy Ring 2 is particularly useful
in Slayer and elemental shields from the elemental workshop is essential for Wyverns, lunar diplomacy allows you to use NPC contacts, allowing you to contact your Slayer Masters from anywhere, and I also recommend making the Slug Menace Quest to unlock the full Proselyte armor for a new or low
level player by doing a Varrock Museum quiz. In addition to the pursuit, there are also 3 non-combat skills that I advise you to train to accelerate your Slayer. Firstly, having a high construction level with a complete player who owns a home will really increase your efficiency. On screen, I have included the
most important home components. Related to Slayer The most important thing to note is the Occult altar for switching between ancient and lunar for explosion and NPC contact with 54 Crafting, you can create a Slayer helmet, and it also costs 400 Slayer points at any Slayer master to learn how to do it.
These rings provide a teleport near many Slayer locations, including one right next to Nieve or Steve. The last skill that can accelerate your Slayer XP is agility and get 87 agility or 82, if you use Summer Pies, you will unlock all slayer shortcuts in the game. The range is also a good option for those who
can afford it. Although doing magic alone for training, Slayer will drain your money. If you work as much as possible from 1 - 99 Slayer, you will get a range of about 90 - 95 ranges. Expeditious bracelets reduce the number of monsters in your work by 25%, with 30 charges per bracelet. These things are
great for many reasons. Being able to shorten your work allows you to do tasks that aren't worth blocking or skipping, but still good XP, while Slaughter allows you to expand xp tasks as fast as a bomb job. In terms of armor, you should first wear a helmet or a murder mask all the time. The Slayer mask
can be purchased from the Grand Exchange, while the Slayer helmet is a reward that can be unlocked as I have described before. The advantage of the helmet is that it combines a kill cap with the addition of a Slayer mask allowing you to use it for things like Aberrant Spectres or Banshees to wear it to
16.667% melee and increase the accuracy of damage in your Monster Job Slayer helmet or mask can be imbued at a nightmare zone with 1 250 000 points, it gives the helmet an additional 15% damage and accuracy increases magic and range as well. When it comes to armor, there are three categories
that I like to put gear into - melee and protection, magic defense range and prayer equipment. I won't go through all the channel shows, but I'll give you a good idea. You should be prepared for slayer for melee at least Runite Armour is best for Ranged and Melee Defence and you should focus on
increasing your strength bonus with items such as Torso or Bandos Chestplate for Magic Defence Dragonhide or Karil equipment that your best works very well though, avoid using Armadyl because it provides negative melee bonuses. For prayer, the monk's robe is a good starting point. Proselyte then
provides the highest bonus in the box. For prayer, Dragon Greeting provides a small prayer bonus with a great range bonus or some players choose to use a God vest robe or a priest's robe for a much higher prayer bonus. For magic, it is best to focus on magic damage-enhancing devices such as Occult
necklaces, torture bracelets and ancestors. You don't need to have a protection setting for magic. You should focus on the combination between prayer bonus and magic bonus, since for your bomb job, you will definitely use a defensive prayer. Lord Vestment Robes provides both magic bonuses and
prayers, as well as many other magical devices such as god books, God's hats and torture bracelets. The three best are the Berserker Imbued Rings for Melee, The Im Archer and The Immaculate Ring of gods when you pray. Intelligent weapons for melee are two types of training weapons - weapons,
strength training and attacks, or defensive training weapons. I have done some red so you can distinguish between degraded and costly people per attack. Personally, I think Abyssal Dagger is a good middle ground weapon in terms of price and damage, but it depends on what the best you can afford.
For attack and defense, you have better options than a reliable Abyssal whip can be used for attack or defensive training, but it can not be used for strength only. Hasta is excellent for a job that is weak against stabbing, especially the Dragons. Again, Sara Domin's sword and scimitar dragon with dragon
guardian is a great option. When it comes to Ranged, you'll need more money, as a good ammunition costs a lot, blowpipe costs about $120 per shot, and that's just on the scales. Karil's Crossbow is a formidable cheaper alternative, while many lower-level players and Ironmen will choose Rune
Crossbow with wide bolts or crossbow bones. Ahrim's staff is a great choice at the moment as it is only one hand and also has a 5% increase in damage for those who can afford it, the best thing in the channel is the Kodai Wand, along with your regular armor settings and weapons. It's a few more useful
items you should bring with it. Firstly, Guthans can be used as a therapeutic setting, with a 1-in-4 chance of treating your damage, it helps you do your job longer and also gives them a semi-AFK, a better choice, but more expensive is the special attack of the Saradomin Godsword, which maintains 50% of
what you hit, plus 25% of what you hit to your prayer point. As I have already said, many dwarf cannons will accelerate your killing dramatically, and in your inventory you will definitely need to bring a cannon ball. I would love to put at least 1,000 at the start of the job. Also, when killing for the best XP rate,
you should bring along a super fight or a variety of force pills, along with a one-click teleport prayer pill, especially with your home and high-end food. My favorites are Monkfish, potatoes and cheese and chocolate cake, which treats 5 per piece.6 Slayer and InfoMoving work to Slayer's job and in terms of
where you should kill monsters, it depends on your training style, which I will talk more about soon. I'm going to see the best areas very quickly now. The first is the Slayer Tower, which is located west of the Canifis, and there are a variety of Slayer monsters that can kill jobs. If you go down the stairs near
the list, you can find only Slayer, part of the cave with 4 different Slayer monsters, only Slayer Kalphite Lair, located west of Shantay Pass, and do not need a rope when entering the Fremennik Slayer dungeon, which is located west of Rellekka or north of Camelot, there are many monsters that can only
be found in that dungeon, such as Kurasks, Turoths and Cockatrice. The Stronghold Slayer cave, located next to Nieve or Steve, used to have almost every Slayer monster until it was updated a couple of years ago, where there are now five different Slayer monsters. While these areas are Slayer's place
to run your Slayer, there are so many alternative monsters that you can kill in your job that will continue to give you Slayer XP and count combined with your total kill count. Things like a demonstration gorilla can kill instead of a black red devil for bigger profits. The more the Red Devils count as the boss,
Zamorak, K'ril Tsutaroth and Trolls, the more that Ice Trolls can be done to rob the good. Deciding whether you want to kill an alternative monster depends on your Slayer training style, whether you want a silver XP job or AFK, which I'll talk more about soon. Spectrum Aberrant, Banshees, Devil, Dust and
Red Devil Smoke Drain your statistics quickly if you don't have slayer-related devices, so if you've run through these things like Spectres or Banshees in Catacombs, remember that you'll be completely drained and probably die if you don't have these devices with you 7. Slayer PointsUpon finish 5
consecutive Slayer tasks, you start to earn Slayer points, the number of Slayer points you will get varies greatly with each Slayer Master, with the most points coming from Duradel, Konar and Wilderness masters. Slayer with points by right clicking on any master, you can see the prize and there are many
things you can buy. They are divided into 5 categories - job extensions, unlocking tasks, unlocking purchases and task management. Self-explanatory task extensions You can make certain tasks last longer in exchange for Slayer Points, unlocking tasks, allowing Slayer Masters to assign tasks that they
can't normally assign. You can unlock items like Slayer Rings, Slayer Helmets and Recolours as well. Task management includes blocking and skipping your Slayer tasks without penalties on your overall workload. In terms of unlocking these Slayer rewards, I recommend a few specific people to unlock
first. The most important thing at first was the Monster Superior Slayer, also known as Bigger and Badder, in the prize shop. This unlocks the little chance that the monsters you kill in your Slayer task will become superior Slayer monsters, which have a very valuable droplet, but more importantly, it gives
thousands of XP in death - 10 times that of hitpoints, these enemies can be a little more difficult, and because there are more Hitpoints than the usual version, each killing is nearly 30 times in Sla XPyer, which is a lot. Next in the unlock order, you should block slayer tasks, which I will mention in the
additional training section, but generally you should choose a job with a high job waiting depending on your Slayer training style, then you should unlock the Slayer or Slayer helmet further depending on your craft level, then extend the best job for your training style and if you are an Ironman, you can
consider unlocking herb sack or Broad Bolt done somewhere early on because they will help along the way. 8.The moving training model is probably the most important part of this guide- slayer training style of there are 5 styles that I will go to - firstly for the beginner Slayer training for Slayer xp, fast for
the best profit for AFK Slayer training, and finally to Slayer Farm Points the main thing that changes in each style Slayer Master that introduces the style, weapons and combat you run and the task you choose to block and skip. Slayer Beginners for Beginners Slayer is a great way to taste how skills work,
as well as counting your Slayer tasks to make. Can start to earn more points at higher levels. Before you start killing as a beginner, you should have at least 40 fights in my opinion. Black masks and cannons will accelerate your Slayer task. The fastest way in Turael is the game necklace and Mazchna can
be accessed by only a priest in Peril, and by using the teleport tablet, the castle of Fenkenstrain, even if you unlock Vannaka at level 40, but he assigns more difficult and long carnage tasks such as Blue Dragons and Bronze Dragons. The fastest is Glory to Edgeville or use the Paddewwa Teleport if you
have made a desert treasure that will take you into the Edgeville dungeon. Fairy rings are great for low-level Slayer if you unlock them and a few game necklaces will also help as well as the fastest XPNow, for getting the fastest Slayer XP possible when training, and this can be done through bombs and
expanding these bombs can slayer work using the bracelet of killing to make the best XP job for a very long time. When combined with expeditious bracelets and cannons in jobs without excellent XP rates, then skipping the slowest tasks, regardless of their profits, is the best way to get Slayer XP, also
because Duradel provides the longest Slayer job in the game, he is the best boss to use for a good XP Slayer. Ancient ones allow you to blast multiple enemies simultaneously, while Lunar Spellbook allows you to use NPC contacts, making duradel contacts almost instantly. The house owning almost the
highest players is particularly useful here, since you can use the Occult altar to easily switch Spellbooks, including putting a teleport to the Catacombs of Kourend and fairy rings. The area where you want to do your work is in several battle areas or artillery areas. The best multi-fight place for explosions is
the Catacombs of Kourend, which holds 2 Slayer works that I recommend to expand – Dust Fairy and Nechryaels. The work can be found in stronghold caves, Slayer, Chasm of Fire, Kalphite Hive and things like Dagannoths, Suqahs and Trolls can be all cannons and the goal is to finish them as soon as
possible, since they don't give anywhere as good as xp as a bomb, so you should bring an Expeditious bracelet in terms of the work you want to cross and block it as a slow monster regardless of robbery, which includes things like Wyverns, Black Red Devils, Fire Giants, The Great Red Devils and
Ankous Dragons of all types and Kurasks and Turoths, you should be a cross-tasker and you can block some highly weighted tasks such as Black Fire, The Great Red Devil and The Great Black Dragon and The Iron Dragon. When blasting slayer job, you want to bring weapons with fast attacks like darts
with you to round all the monsters around you. Then you can use the walls to run around and stack all the monsters to easily blow all the bombs. MoneyNow carnage for a training model making money for Slayer and the basis of this is that you should not explode or use a cannon, and you will skip the
task of not giving a trickle no matter how fast they are. You will also try to do clues and bosses wherever you can. The ultimate Slayer Masters for money is Konar, Nieve and Duradel, and more skilled players can make a lot of money from wilderness Slayer Master, konar's assassins have the opportunity
to place the Brimstone key, which is used to open the chest near Konar, inside the chest, you can go up and more than 500,000 in the heist. Kratom Fever for Wild Horror, Crazy Monkey 2 or Gorilla Demo, Dragon Slayer 2 for Rune Dragons and I also introduced lizards for killing Shamans, a task that
makes banks as things like brutal black dragons, instead of black dragons doing Kurasks, green dragons, ice trolls, Aberrant spectrum, Wynsver, Gargoyles and high-level Slayer monsters, all you should work with, boss, which unlocks The Masters and tries to make the variables more difficult. There are
many bosses you can do in standard Slayer monsters, you'll want to block things like Suqahs, Hellhounds if you don't like clue waterfiends or less red devils - monsters with little drops to none. As I have already said, you can predict Wilderness Slayer Krystilia for good profit if you are good at avoiding.
PKers in any Wilderness monster you are killing have the chance to place the mysterious Tier 1 emblem, which currently goes for 165 000 in the Grand Exchange. In addition, some of her work is really profitable - up to 100 green dragons, 60 lava dragons, as well as works for Wilderness Demi Bosses
AFK Slayer. You can stack up in multiple battles or by using cannons. Aggressive monsters remain aggressive for 10 - 20 minutes, depending on the area and monsters. Some outstanding tasks you can AFK aggressively have are Hellhounds, Trolls, or Kalphite soldiers, monsters that you can stack
anywhere in multiple combat areas - such as Kourend's Catacombs, when using a cannon, you can AFK for as much as 5 minutes at a time, as long as the task can be artillery, where more than half of the killings are tactical defenses, some players choose to use their prayer settings as they have full
Proselyte and protect from melee, which takes about 10 minutes for 70 prayer points. In addition, some players choose to use high protection devices or Guthans for passive therapeutic results. In terms of blocking and skipping tasks, you want to skip things like Basilisks, Gargoyles or Kraken – things like
clicking and focusing a lot. Carnage for PointsNow I want to explain how slayer points farm and you can do it in 2 different ways. First, Mr. Slayer wilderness. As I have already said, her job is in a separate task count, but when you work 5 Wilderness and start getting points, you get ridiculous points,
especially in milestones. Most of the work you get is quite quick as well if you're willing to use a cannon. When you bring a cannon with me, I recommend using a cannon of up to 500 balls, I recommend preparing it with two different types of settings - one for more than 20 Wilderness and one for under 20
Wilderness, that's because over 20 Wilderness, any untradeables you lose death are completely lost and you can't get them back, which includes things like void, torso or fire, or Infernal cape, so you have to set one for a forest area below 20, with these things can't be traded, and one without one. It is
recommended to block or skip any spiritual creatures or tasks you want to avoid. - Things like bears or ants, since they are quite slow. A slightly slower way to spot the farm is to promote it, too. Turael and by this I mean you run a regular Slayer at Turael until you reach one of the milestone points, and I
will introduce all the 10 jobs, then in the 10th job you should do at the top Slayer Master you can do, which is probably Konar the most, since Turael's work takes literally 2- 5 minutes when you use the cannon, you can work 9 tasks in a short time. In the future, I plan to create a guide to promoting in-depth
killing points. So keep your eyes peeled for that 9.sso tips and tricks, that is all of the different training styles. When you use a cannon in a single combat area, it will attack all monsters as if it were multiple battles if you are in a safe spot. This works really well in strongholds. If you use the peach tablet
bone range, it is not only useful for the boss. You can take a tablet with a murder task like Hellhounds in order to stay there forever. With the need to start Dragon Slayer to use shield and dragon defense pills, now you can avoid any dragon task without starting the quest. This can help you skip the very
long Blue, Iron and Steel Dragon tasks at a lower level. When in Turoths or Kurasks Slayer, always use Battleaxe blades as it provides 17.5% invisible damage and accuracy for these two monsters. In addition, despite these monsters only vulnerable to blade blades, you can also use Saradomin
Godsword and you can get Hitpoints and prayer points depending on what you will hit. If you are assigned a JAD task and do not feel the challenge, you can enter and exit the battle cave without making any waves to skip your task immediately. This does not apply any Slayer points and will not reset your
workload. If you don't create rings or other things that imbue can do, and you can get Black Demons or Trolls as a murder, you can finish it in the AFKing nightmare zone with some existing bosses. Finally, if you're a bomb or you're an AFKing and you need to get the attention of a lot of monsters, Dinh
Bulwark's special attack works really well within the Catacombs of Kourend in particular and uses only 50% of your special attacks. Basically, the side features of a magical gem or any item with a magical gem in it, such as Slayer Helm or Ring, allow you to set up an alliance. Allies with the highest Slayer
levels must earn Slayer tasks, and if the lower level players have unlocked the task, you will both get the same number of Slayer monsters to kill. However, you both do not share the same number of killings. You both have to kill yourself like a regular assassin, but it allows you to chat and play with friends
with the same Slayer job. Ironman TipsNow for the final part of this guide Ironman Slayer tips many carnage tasks are distinguished for Ironmen in terms of collecting supplies, as well as unlocking new items and weapons such as Occult necklaces and abyssal whips. I mentioned earlier from Slayer you
can get Herb Sack one of the best necessities for Ironman players on their trip to 99 Herblore lot. I've mentioned in this guide related to Ironmen as well, but the main thing you need to put out is that you should focus on those tasks that provide resources and skip worthless tasks anymore. Overall, Slayer
is a member's skill, I recommend doing it for a number of reasons, such as profit, training, combat and performance. If you miss any information, you may want to contact us. I recommend going back to looking better. In summary, there are five main categories where you can train Slayer, in my opinion, for
beginners for XP that are fast for profit for AFK training, and finally for farming Slayer Points depends on which style you actually want to choose, but you will switch through these things quite often on the way to 99.Anyways, that is my complete Level 1-99 Slayer guide. Don't forget to check out Slayer's
brand new products, the link will be at the end of this article. New designs and products are added every month. I hope you will learn something useful in this article or be happy. If you do so, don't forget to leave, for example, and be sure to subscribe if you're new. I appreciate the support in this type of
guide anymore, especially if you've come this far. If you have any suggestions Make sure you leave it in the comments. If you have any questions or just want to chat with me, you can join the chat with Theoatrix friends in the game. I was there almost every day. Good luck on your trip to Level 99 Slayer as
always, thanks for reading this article and having a great day!
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